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Introduction
ZnO forms rods which are normal to the c(0001) plane of a sapphire crystal and the 111-plane
of a platinum crystal. [Reference 3]. Each of the crystal planes is perpendicular to a facial diameter of the regular octahedron. It follows that the ZnO rod is parallel to the facial diameter of the
regular octahedron. In a crystalline assembly, there are eight rod directions from a given octahedral hub. A 1-octa mounted on the face of a 2-octa provides a simple rod-forming unit. Figure 1
shows identical units in each of the eight possible facial orientations.
Figure 2 shows how one group of four orientations can make four rods of two units each which
join so that each rod is perpendicular to the face of a regular tetrahedron.
Figure 3 shows how the second group of four orientations can make an identical tetrahedral
assembly.
Tetrapod I of Figure 2 and Tetrapod II of Figure 3 have the form of the ZnO tetrapod shown in
Figure 1(b) of Reference 2.
Figures 4 and 5 show how an O-atom can join with a Zn-atom to form a 3-octa consisting of
nineteen He-octas–the form of the Sr-atom. The ZnO-group has a regular octahedral form. Six
ZnO-groups can form a 2-octa; mounting another ZnO-group on a face of the 2-octa produces a
building unit with the same form as that used to produce the tetrapods of Figures 2 and 3.
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Fig. 1 Building units to make rods with axes parallel to the facial diameters of the octahedron
The figure shows identical building units in the eight orientations to build rods parallel to the facial
diameters of the regular octahedron. The building unit consist of a green 1-octa crystallinely joined to a
face of a red 2-octa. This is the form of the Si-atom in which each of the seven octahedra is a He-octa and
the green octa is the Si-octa.
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Fig. 2 Tetrapod I
Four rods consisting of two units each are shown at the top. The rods are assembled as a tetrapod at
the bottom. Each leg is perpendicular to a set of octahedral faces which define a regular tetrahedron.
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Fig. 3 Tetrapod II
The figure shows a second set of four rods composed of two units each at the bottom. The rods are
assembled as a tetrapod at the top.
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Fig. 4 ZnO-group
The figure shows how an O-atom can join with a Zn-atom to form a ZnO-group.The
three yellow He-octas of the O-atom fill the three voids of the 4-layer of the Zn-atom.
The group has the same form as the Sr-atom
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Fig. 5 ZnO-group–facial view, He-octa detail
The figure shows the formation of the ZnO-group in an octahedral facial view.
At left, the four orange octahedra are the Ca-octa of the Zn-atom and the Be-, C-, and O-octas
of the O-atom. The lone octa at the top is the He-octa of the O-atom; the fourteen green octas at
the bottom belong to the Zn atom.
In the middle, the layer of orange octas is joined with the green pyramid of the Zn-atom.
At right, the He-octa of the O-atom is joined to the orange layer completing the ZnO-group.
Like the Sr-atom, the nineteen He-octas of the group has the form of a 3-octa.

